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ABSTRACT

The carbon ion energy used during faltered cathodic vacuum arc deposition determines the

bonding topologies of amorphous-carbon (a-C) films. Regions of relatively low density occur

near the substrate/film and filmkwface interfaces and their thicknesses increase with increasing

deposition energy. The ion subplantation growth results in mass density gradients in the bulk

portion of a-C in the growth direction; density decreases with distance from the substrate for

fdms grown using ion energies< 60 eV and increases for ftis grown using ion energies >160

eV. Films grown between these energies are the most diamondlike with relatively uniform bulk

density and the highest optical transparencies. Bonding topologies evolve with increasing

growth energy consistent with ‘the propagation of subplanted

transformation of 4-fold to 3-fold coordinated carbon atoms.

carbon ions inducing a partial
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Bonding Topologies in Diamondlike Amorphous-Carbon Films

Amorphous carbon (a-C) films consist of a mixture of 3-fold (sp2-like) and 4-fold (sp3-like)

coordinated atoms. To first order, the ratio of bond types dictates materials properties.

Hydrogen-free amorphous-tetrahedral diamondlike carbon is interesting due to its room

temperature growth, high temperature stability near 800 ‘C, film smoothness, and extreme

hardness and optical transparency properties. [l-4] The high concentration of 4-fold coordinated

carbon atoms possible in a-C is due to the kinetic energy of the depositing carbon species from

physical growth processes such as filtered cathodic vacuum arc (FCVA), pulsed-laser deposition

(PLD), and mass-selected ion beam deposition. [l,2,5] Briefly, highly energetic carbon species

(10’s-to-100’s eV) subplant into a growing film several angstroms beneath the surface, creating

localized regions of very high pressure extending tens of angstroms in depth. Metastable 4-fold

coordinated carbon bonds form in this kinetically-limited environment. [6,7]

We recently used high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) along with

Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) to definitively measure the mass density of a-C

films grown by PLD. [8] HRTEM identified distinct layers of different densities within a given

film; relative densities were determined using the HIWEM image contrast. In general, every

film has an interracial, bulk, and surface region. The thicknesses of the interracial and surface

regions increase monotonically with deposition energy and are less dense than the bulk layer.

We found mass densities as high as 3.35 g/cm3 for the bulk portion of films grown at our highest

PLD energetic, while the densities of the interracial and surface regions range from 2.3 – 2.8

g/cm3.
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Laser ablation of a carbon target results in both neutral and ionic species of various atom

cluster sizes with a wide distribution of energies for the growth of a-C films. [9] Films deposited

via FCVA use narrower distributions of charge, cluster size and energy. [10] In this letter we

describe the evolution of interface and surface density regions, density gradients in the bulk

portion of a-C films, and topographical changes in C bond clustering for films grown by FCVA

while varying only the energy of C ion deposition. We compare these results to those from films

grown by PLD to demonstrate the effect of different regimes of kinetic growth.

We grew 55 nm thick a-C films onto Si(100) substrates near room temperature using an

FCVA system describedelsewhere.[11] Briefly, initiating an arc between a graphite cathode and

anode generates a carbon plasma. The C ion species bends through a 90° curved magnetic

solenoid filter to reduce neutrals and particulate. The pressure of the growth chamber rises to -

10-5 Torr during deposition. The C ion incident energy .at the substrate position has a ,

Maxwellian distribution centered near 10 eV.[12] Applying dc biases ranging from Oto –320 V

to the substrate holder controls the incident ion energy results in average energies of 10 – 330 eV

for C deposition. We use both HRTEM and Raman spectroscopy (excited from 514.5 nm light)

to analyze the films.

Fig. l(a-c) shows cross-sectional HRTEM images for a-C films grown using 10, 90, and

330 eV ion energies. The image contrast within the a-C results from variations in mass density.

Each film has a distinguishable layer of low density near both the substrate and surface regions,

with a region of higher density in the middle, or bulk region. The contrast gradient in the bulk

region of the films varies significantly with growth energy. For a-C films grown using 10 eV
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ions (fig. la), the brightness of the bulk region increases with distance from the substrate,

implying decreasing mass density. This density gradient is similar to that reported for growth by

PLD and results from the buildup of strain energy within the films. [8, 13] For films grown using

90 eV ions (fig. lb), the density in the bulk portion is very uniform. While use of this higher

growth energy overcomes the driving force of the gradient evolution, it also results in film

stresses that reduce the critical thickness for delamination below 100 nm. Growth at this energy

corresponds to the highest content of 4-fold coordinatedcarbon.[11] In the film grown using the

highest ion energy of 330 eV (fig. lc), the density behavior is actually reversed, increasing with

distance from the substrate.

High magnification images of the a-C/Si(100) interface regions are shown in fig. l(d-f) for

films grown using 10,90 and 160 eV ions. Two features are noteworthy. First, the thicknes: of

the dark contrast region in the Si substrate just below the interface increases with ion energy.

This contrast represents damage in the Si(100) resulting from an accumulation of point defects

created by the bombardment of carbon species onto its surface during a-C film growth. The

depth of this collateral damage increases with increasing deposition energy. Typical of point

defect propagation, the width of the damage region is not homogeneous. Second, the thickness

of the light-colored low density interface region of the fdms increases with increasing growth

energy. The same is true for the surface region of the fdms. The thickness of these two regions

are plotted as a function of deposition energy in fig. 2. The existence of these two layers is a

direct result of the subplantation growth mechanism for a-C fdms.[8] The interface region has

low density due to the partial backscatter of C species impinging upon the heavier Si atoms.

Film density cannot increase until the film thickness is greater than the penetration depth of the
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impinging carbon ions, which clearly increases with increasing growth energy. The surface

region also has lower densi~ than the bulk of a film since it is not overlaid by more carbon and

then supplanted to generate a subsurface region of iocalized high pressure. Again, the thickness

of the surface layer increases with increasing ion energy as a direct result of the penetration
,

depth of carbon ions into a carbon surface, and to an even greater extent, the depth of

propagation of n-bonding between carbon atoms resulting from the localized strain of carbon ion

subplantation.

Raman spectroscopy

film are shown in fig. 3.

can investigate the nature of the n-bonded species; spectra for each

The flat-topped feature occuming between 925 and 1025 cm-l is a

second-order phonon band from the Si substrate. Since the films are nominally the same

thickness, the intensity of Si band is indicative of the optical transparency of the a-C. The broad

band between 1050”and 1800 cm-* and centered nominally at 1550 cm-* is due to resonantly-

enhanced vibrational modes of 3-fold coordinated carbon. To first order, the intensity of this

band is related to the fraction of 3-fold coordinated carbon. The integrated intensities of both the

Si and C peaks for each film are plotted versus deposition energy in fig. 4. Optical transparency

increases for films grown using energies up to 60 eV and decreases with the use of higher growth

energies. The intensity of the cmbon Raman bands has a minimum for fdms grown using 90 eV

ions, which correlates to the highest percentage of 4-fold coordinated carbon atoms measured

from electron energy loss spectroscopy.[11] The difference between the deposition energies

which optimize transparency and diamondlike bonding is likely a result of the surface and

interface layer thicknesses plotted in fig. 2.
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The carbon Raman bands are due to vibrational modes involving only the 3-fold

coordinated atoms. We deconvolute these spectra in a manner described elsewhere for films

grown by PLD.[13] Briefly, we use the physical characteristics of idealized 5-, 6-, and 7-

membered n-bonded carbon ring clusters.[14] We do not presume that only ring structures exist,

just that they are most likely responsible for the resonant-enhanced Raman signatures from

visible excitation wavelengths. At high PLD growth energies, the fraction of 3-fold coordinated

atoms is low, resulting in a preponderance of small, isolated clusters of 6-membered rings, which

are both thermodynamically stable and planar in geometry. At low PLD growth energies, with a

higher 3-fold coordinated C content, such structures are larger and more densely packed,

resulting in the incorporation of 5- and 7-membered rings, similar to fullerenes, to impart

curvature to their surfaces. Fig. 5 shows the contribution of each ring-related vibrational

frequency to the Raman bands shown in fig, 3 for the films grown by FCVA. The ring

distribution for the film grown using the lowest FCVA energy appears similar to that for films

grown near the highest achievable PLD energies, as does the optical transparency, interface and

surface layer thicknesses, and density gradient within the bulk region of the fdms.[13] Hence, it

appears that PLD and FCVA produce a-C films using different regimes of energy with only a

small overlap. This likely accounts for the differences found in measured properties of films

grown with these two techniques, such as field emission, electrical transport behavior, and the

stability of nitrogen-doped films. [15-19]

The trend of increasingly isolated clusters of 6-membered z-bonded rings with increasing

growth energies continues to near 60 eV. Above this energy, the additional contributions to the

carbon Raman band are from 5-membered-rings, which add curvature and infer the growth of
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larger n-bonded clusters. This correlates with the increasing thicknesses of low density interface

and surface regions, decreasing optical transparency, and published results showing increasing

fractions of n-bondedcarbon.[11] However, the absence of an increase in the 7-membered ring

distribution suggests that the process leading to an increased z-bonded fraction is driven by

therrnodynarnics, rather than by kinetics; 5-membered n-bonded carbon rings are more stable

than 7-membered rings.[ 13] This is consistent with dissipation during high energy C ion

bombardment during growth.

Clearly, the transformation of 3- to 4-fold coordinated carbon is more complex than simply

subplanting atoms to generate sufficient localized pressure. The energetic arrival of carbon is

responsible for both creating and destabilizing 4-fold coordinated bonding. Several factors may

result in the destabilization of these bonds. One may simply be the generation of surface thermal

energy spikes that result in the formation of the more stable n-bonds. However, this is unlikely

since a-C can be annealed to 800 ‘C without significant change in the Raman band shape.[15]

Rather, it is more likely that n-bonding between carbon atoms propagates in a surface well below

an impinging C ion. The energy for converting local electron bonding arrangements is relatively

small compared to a large mass transfer of atoms. Conservation of energy would require the

depth of n-bond propagation to scale with the kinetic energy of the

Such propagation is due to the growth energetic and is responsible

density interface and surface layers, the density gradi&t within

evolution of n-bonded topologies in amorphous carbon films.

impinging carbon species.

for the width of the lower

the bulk region, and the
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Figure Captions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(a-c) HRTEM cross-sectional images of a-C films grown using FCVA energies of 10,90,

and 330 eV, respectively. (d-f) HRTEM images of the Si/a-C interface for films grown

using deposition energies of 10,,90, and 160 eV, respectively.

Thickness of the surface and interface regions within a-C films grown as a function of

deposition energy.

Raman spectra for films grown at 10, 60, 90, 160, and 330 eV. The narrow band between

925 and 1025 cm-l is due to the underlying Si substrate. The broadband between 1050 and

1800 cm-l is due to resonantly-enhanced vibrational modes of 3-fold coordinated carbon.

The integrated intensities of the Si and C Raman bands vs. deposition energy.

Relative distribution of Raman vibrations from 5-, 6-, and 7-membered carbon ring

structures vs. deposition energy.
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